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49. Studies on Holonomic Quantum Fields. IV

By Mikio SA:O, Tetsuji MIWA, and Michio JIMBO
Research Institute. for Mathematical Sciences, Kyoto University

(Communicated by KSsaku YOSIDA, M. ff.A., Nov. 12, 1977)

This is a continuation of our previous notes [1], [2] and together
with the latter constitutes the second part of the work referred to in
[1]. We use the same notation as in [1], [2], [3].

=,(v,(x)1. First we shall show that the wave function r,
.., ,(x)) constructed in [2] orms a basis of Wro,.,,,...,. By (30) the

local expansion of r, in the sense of (10) in [1] takes the form

(42) , C,[A]-=o Cr,w[A]

where (i/2)C,, trt trox,), ..., ctrr,.. From (31) it follows that if
we write C,o--I--T, T is purely imaginary and hermitian" T----T
----tT. Since is a basis of w, there exists a real n n ma-al*"an

rix C satisfying ,C. Comparing the 0-h coeciens of their
local expansions we have (i/2)C,oCC,o or equivalently 1--T2Ce-.
Taking the complex conjugate we have 1 + T 2Ce, and hence
(43) C (2 cosh H)-, T tanh H (1 G)(1 + G)-.
Hence , is also a basis of wt’al,***,an"

The relation between and enables us to express the coe-
cients B, E appearing in the system (12) in [1] satisfied by , in terms
of :y, and :E. From (11), (40), (41) and (43) we have

(44)
F= [U-V, mA], G= U(2:,- U)-B /mA- E E-where

12 InTF,n ’TF,n TF,n
12--,TF,n TF, ’TF,

U-rF,(1--T)--

In 2nTF, TF, TF, n
(45) m-_r., im-3-a F,n zm _aTF,

--im-’_ ’ im-13 -a-TF,n m- _a-TF,n _aVF,n

im- -a F,n -a’.F,n m _aTF, n

Thus we have constructed, in terms of , r and, not only a solution
to the extended holonomic system (12) but also one to the system of
total differtntial equations (18).
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2. Now we will give a closed expression for r, by means of
solution matrices to the total differential equations (18) in [1]. From
(40) and (41) we see that

1 (tr C, mdA + tr md])(46) =d log r,
def -"

From (13) in [I] and (43), ater a little computation we rewrite (46)
in the ollowing form.

(47) -- TO-FO+m(-tGG+)dA2
+ complex conjugate.

We note that the 1-form in the right hand side of (47) is shown to
be a closed 1-form and is invariant under the Euclidean motion group
even for an arbitrary solution to (18) in [1].

w,’,’",(x) is written as a linear combination of the components of, as follows.
0 ,(x) (x)
,(x) 0

1 0F
(48) :"’(x) Pfaffian

w,(x) ,’ ,..... 0
Comparing the local expansion of both sides of (48) we have

lY

(49) ""’--Pfaffian ’
TF,n

1 vmv-I 0
Pfaffian (i(tanh H),,),, =,, .,

More generally we have
(50) w,’,’",(x, x) Pfaffian

0 ,(xx) ,(XlXD ,(x) (x)
,(xx) 0 ,(xx) ,(x) (x)
,(XlX) ,(xx) 0 ,(x) (x)

ra ,.YmVm 0
Erratum in Sato.Miwa.]imbo [:]. The expressions in paragraphs

3 and 4 should be corrected as follows.
p. 7, line 5 from the bottom"

1 /’_, mgxl(w (x)w(x)+ w_(x)w’..(x)),
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lines 4-3 from the bottom"
1 / mdx(w (x)/(x) +w (x)4x_(x))

p. 8, line 13 from the bottom:
i fxo__ dxl(e’x-u/x-l)(O/Ox)(x)

--’(x)(/x)e(-u+/ u-’).
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